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Arithmetic - Daily practice of arithmetic is essential. Use one of the free arithmetic papers per week
onwww.myminimaths.co.uk. Then use our very own Arithmetic Ninja boosters and tutorial videos to target your arithmetic
weaknesses! Aim for 30 out 40 by Christmas of Year 6 by cutting out silly mistakes on the easier questions and then aim
for 35+ by targeting the harder questions. You will be an Arithmetic Ninja in no time!
Reasoning - Work your way through one of our Booster Packs per week. Either download and print off or just get it up
on your computer screen and just write your working out and answers down on a pad of paper. Ifyou get stuck, hit the
YouTube button. Check your answers by clicking on the lightbulb! Alternatively choose a LightBulb Booster with all the
answers given and you have to explain where they come from. Practice multi-step problem solving with the specially
created White Rose video playlists. Revise using our special self-marking assessment spreadsheets and play SATs Revision
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